THE BUYER’S GUIDE
PROVEN TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT FOR MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS

STAY EQUIPPED FOR TOMORROW.
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The New Holland buyer’s guide
Stay ahead of tomorrow’s demands with dependable New Holland equipment that keeps crews on the move, on
schedule and on budget. You can count on signature New Holland features to streamline your operations and
decrease your cost of ownership.

Versatility that reduces overhead
New Holland tractors and equipment earn their way every day by handling multiple jobs through the seasons.
Whether your crews need to dig a foundation, open a trench, mow a right-of-way or blast through snow drifts,
New Holland has you covered with dozens of attachments and equipment that’s designed for versatility.

Built-in efficiency for lower operating costs
New Holland’s Tier 4B engine solutions not only reduce emissions, they also reduce fuel and fluid consumption
to cut your operating budget line costs.

Unmatched visibility and ease
Expansive visibility is a New Holland hallmark and a
feature that’s vital to operating safety and efficiency.
Unobstructed views allow your crews to operate with
more confidence and less effort. Lighting packages
are among the best in the industry for productive
operation in all hours of the day. Add to this comfortable,
uncluttered cabs and operating platforms, and naturally
positioned controls, and you get fatigue-free operators
who remain alert and productive for long hours.
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Maximum uptime
New Holland makes servicing quick and easy, and
continues to lead the industry with longer service
intervals. Reducing maintenance downtime helps
ensure equipment stays in top shape and ready for work.

Visit your local New Holland dealer to learn more about our full line of tractors and equipment for
maintenance solutions. Locate the nearest dealer at www.newholland.com/na

04 BOOMER™ SERIES TRACTORS

Ease and efficiency that improve
your bottom line.
Boomer™ tractors are the ultimate work assistant. They match up to a wide range of attachments that let you
quickly handle a multitude of jobs. Reliability, comfort, easy operation and simple maintenance are what set
Boomer tractors apart.

Boomer™ operating ease
Whether you choose a Boomer tractor with a cab or
ROPS platform, the natural, intuitive controls allow
operators to get jobs done more efficiently without
fatigue. Choose a Synchronized Shuttle Shift (SSS)
transmission or a clutch-free hydrostatic transmission
that offers simple two-pedal operation for forward and
reverse, plus the convenience of cruise control.

Clear visibility and a clutter-free operating area
The distinctive New Holland sloped hood gives you an
unobstructed view. Roomy, open platforms allow for
easy entry and exit, and thoughtfully placed pedals and
controls are easy to use but not in the way. A lighting
package that illuminates your work area, makes you
more productive and safe when operating in the early
or late hours of the day.
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MODEL

GROSS HP

PTO HP

3-POINT HITCH LIFT CAPACITY
@ BALL ENDS, lbs

OPERATOR PLATFORM

Foldable ROPS

BOOMER™ SERIES COMPACT TRACTORS
Boomer™ 24

24.4

18.5

1,433

Boomer™ 35

35

29.7 (gear), 28.0 (HST)

1,808

Foldable ROPS

Boomer™ 40

40

34.0 (gear), 32.0 (HST)

1,808

Cab or Foldable ROPS

Boomer™ 45

45

38.2 (gear), 36.0 (HST)

2,756

Cab or Foldable ROPS

Boomer™ 50

50

42.5 (gear), 40.0 (HST)

2,756

Cab or Foldable ROPS

Boomer™ 55

55

46.7 (gear), 44.0 (HST)

2,756

Cab or Foldable ROPS

Work effectively in any weather
New Holland offers a premium factoryinstalled cab on Boomer 40/45/50/55 and
offers premium features and complete
climate control to improve productivity
year-round.

Powerful, clean and fuel-efficient.
Responsive fuel-efficient engines meet
strict Tier 4B Final emissions standards
to reduce your carbon footprint — and
they do it automatically — unlike other
tractors that require you to stop working
or need your input.

Fast, simple maintenance
There’s no need to lift the hood to fuel up or check engine oil,
and when you do want to lift the hood, it opens easily in one piece
without cumbersome panels or grills to move — and no need to
remove the loader if you have one.

LIMI

T E D WA R R A N T Y

Peace of mind comes standard with a
Boomer™ tractor. All Boomer models are
backed by FREE Boomer Guard6 Limited
Warranty. It provides 6 years of worry-free
operation, including 2 years of “bumper-tobumper” coverage plus an extra 4 years of
powertrain protection.

06 WORKMASTER™ SERIES TRACTORS

Tough on work. Easy on the wallet.
Master your heavy workloads with WORKMASTER™ Series tractors. They combine top performance with top
value. They’re rugged, reliable and affordable.

Strong construction
You can expect years of dependable, trouble-free performance from WORKMASTER tractors. Their big-tractor
backbone and heavy castings for the engine, transmission and rear axles allow them to handle heavy-duty jobs
day in and day out. Compact models are powered by three-cylinder engines that deliver gutsy, fuel-efficient
power. The 50- to 70-horsepower WORKMASTER utility tractors offer higher-capacity hydraulics and have the
power to handle larger implements and master even bigger workloads. WORKMASTER tractors meet stringent
Tier 4B Final emissions requirements using a system that’s completely automatic and does not require you to
add fluids or stop operations like some other tractors.
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Simple, easy-to-use transmissions
WORKMASTER™ utility tractors feature a convenient
8x8 synchronized shuttle shift transmission with the
shuttle lever located directly under the left side of the
steering wheel so your right hand is free to operate
a loader or implement. For WORKMASTER compact
tractors, choose the 12x12 Synchronized Shuttle Shift
(SSS) transmission or the two-pedal, three-range
hydrostatic transmission for infinitely variable speed
and even easier operation.

Roomy open platform
The uncluttered open operator platform with
comfortable seating provides a great view and
straight-forward operation.

GROSS HP

PTO HP

3-POINT HITCH LIFT CAPACITY
@ BALL ENDS, lbs

OPERATOR PLATFORM

WORKMASTER™ 35

35

29.7 (gear), 28.0 (HST)

1,808

Foldable ROPS

WORKMASTER™ 40

40

34.0 (gear), 32.0 (HST)

1,808

Foldable ROPS

WORKMASTER™ 50

53

45

3,307

Foldable ROPS

WORKMASTER™ 60

60

51

3,307

Foldable ROPS

WORKMASTER™ 70

70

62

3,307

Foldable ROPS

MODEL

WORKMASTER™ 35/40 compact tractors are covered
by the FREE Boomer Guard6 Limited Warranty. It
provides 6 years of worry-free operation, including 2
years of bumper-to-bumper coverage plus an extra 4
years of powertrain protection.

LIMI

T E D WA R R A N T Y

08 POWERSTAR™ SERIES & T4 SERIES TRACTORS

The daily driver that’s far from routine.
New Holland has built in an exceptional level of comfort, power and efficiency into PowerStar™ and T4 Series
tractors. They are the ultimate utility tractors.

Rugged and reliable power
Advanced common-rail fuel-injection engines with four valves per cylinder deliver more power and torque to
easily handle all your daily chores, while reducing your fuel bills and emissions. PowerStar™ tractors employ
Particulate Matter Catalyst (PM CAT) to meet Tier 4B emissions standards, while T4 Series engines feature
New Holland’s ECOBlue™ Compact HI-eSCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) with light Cooled Exhaust Gas
Recirculation (CEGR) after-treatment system. New Holland’s industry-leading 600- hour service intervals
reduce maintenance demands.

Transmissions tailored to your needs
New Holland offers a wide selection of transmissions, allowing you to choose the one that best matches your
needs. Forward/reverse shuttling is smooth, simple and convenient no matter which transmission you choose.
PowerStar™ tractor transmissions:

T4 Series tractor transmissions:

8 x 8 transmission with mechanical shuttle

12 x 12 transmission with mechanical shuttle

8 x 8 transmission with power shuttle

12 x 12 transmission with power shuttle

12 x 12 power shuttle transmission with creeper

20 x 20 power shuttle transmission with creeper

12 x 12 transmission with mechanical shuttle

24 x 24 Dual Command™ transmission

12 x 12 transmission with power shuttle

40 x 40 Dual Command™ transmission with creeper

20 x 20 power shuttle transmission with creeper
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VisionView™ cab or roomy flat-deck
ROPS platform
The ultra-quiet VisionView™ cab is designed to provide
unprecedented visibility, spaciousness, operating
simplicity and comfort. The ergonomic Command Arc
console places the most commonly used controls in
one convenient right-side location. A sophisticated
10-vent cooling/heating system guarantees head-totoe comfort in any season. Comfort and intelligent
control placement are also part of the design of the
spacious open ROPS platform (available on all models
except the PowerStar™ T4.65).

MODEL

AXLE DRIVE

3-POINT HITCH LIFT
CAPACITY
Standard/Optional, lbs

50

4WD

3,664

VisionView™ Cab

65

2WD or 4WD

3,664

ROPS or VisionView™ Cab

GROSS HP

PTO HP

PowerStar™ T4.65

64

PowerStar™ T4.75

74

OPERATOR PLATFORM

T4.90

86

73

2WD or 4WD

5,620 / 7,351

ROPS or VisionView™ Cab

T4.100

99

85

2WD or 4WD

5,620 / 7,351

ROPS or VisionView™ Cab

T4.110

107

93

2WD or 4WD

5,620 / 7,351

ROPS or VisionView™ Cab

T4.120

117

99

2WD or 4WD

5,620 / 7,351

ROPS or VisionView™ Cab

10 T5 SERIES TRACTORS

Perfect fit. Perfect feel. Perfect speed.
T5 Series tractors are the perfect fit for the many jobs conducted by municipalities and road crews. These
deluxe, hard-working tractors are a blend of everything you want—the power to handle your toughest jobs, easy
shifting, built-in comfort, and maneuverability that makes it ready for any job.

The power you need
New 16-valve engines run clean and respond fast with more power and torque rise than previous T5 models,
and that makes every job easier. The engines meet Tier 4B compliance thanks to ECOBlue™ Compact HI-eSCR
(Selective Catalytic Reduction) system with light CEGR (Cooled Exhaust Recirculation). This solution requires no
diesel particulate filter (DPF) and no stops in operation that some other systems require.

Ultimate ride smoothness
T5 Series tractors are now available with New Holland’s well-known Terraglide™ suspended front axle. It not
only protects the tractor and operator from shock loads, it improves traction on rough terrain. Pair the Terraglide
axle with the T5 Comfort Ride cab suspension and you’ve discovered the key to the smoothest ride ever.

Work in tight spaces
These tractors are compact, maneuverable and nimble to work in tight spaces when needed.

Ideal speeds
The 16 x 16 Electro Command™ semi powershift transmission provides eight push-button powershifts without
making a range change. The AutoShift option helps manage shifting automatically both in the field and on the road.
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MODEL

GROSS HP

PTO HP

3-POINT HITCH LIFT CAPACITY, lbs

OPERATOR PLATFORM

T5.110

107

93

8,084

VisionView™ Cab

T5.120

117

99

8,084

VisionView™ Cab

Superior comfort and visibility
The deluxe VisionView™ cab is the perfect on-the-job office. Panoramic visibility is provided by the expansive
arched front windshield, the curved side window, and high-visibility roof panel. The convenient Command
Arc console prioritizes controls that are used most frequently. Controls are positioned within the arc of the
operator’s arm/hand movement. The deluxe air ride seat and full-size instructor seat add to the comfort of
this cab.

12 TS6 SERIES TRACTORS

A common-sense price tag.
Uncommon power and comfort.
TS6 Series tractors are the new face of standard tractors.

Anything but basic
TS6 tractors are all-purpose, but anything but basic. They’re big on power and efficiency, loaded with comfort
and ready to handle your toughest tasks. The fact that they are affordable is an added bonus.

C H O O SE 2
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Best-in-class VisionView™ cab
The sleek, all-weather VisionView™ cab features an
ergonomic design, comfort and excellent visibility.
The optional high-visibility roof panel expands your
view even higher, allowing you to view a raised loader
bucket. The dual-fan cooling and heating systems with
10 vents keeps operators comfortable and productive
in any season.
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MODEL

GROSS HP

PTO HP

AXLE DRIVE

3-POINT HITCH LIFT CAPACITY
STD/OPTIONAL, lbs

OPERATOR PLATFORM

TS6.110

110

90

2WD or 4WD

3,735/5,499 or 7,326

ROPS Platform or VisionView™ Cab

TS6.120

119

96

2WD or 4WD

3,735/5,499 or 7,326

ROPS Platform or VisionView™ Cab

TS6.130

130

105

2WD or 4WD

3,735/5,499 or 7,326

ROPS Platform or VisionView™ Cab

TS6.140

139

115

2WD or 4WD

3,735/5,499 or 7,326

ROPS Platform or VisionView™ Cab

Uncluttered flat-deck
platform
If you prefer tractors without a cab,
the comfortable New Holland
open-station platform with ROPS
puts operators at ease. The true
flat deck provides plenty of legroom
since pedals are suspended and
there’s no floor hump in the way.

A leap in performance and efficiency
Tier 4B engines provide more horsepower and torque than previous
models while reducing emissions and fuel use. The electronically
controlled common-rail fuel system with four valves per cylinder
generates more torque, more quickly and holds it longer. You get a
selection of reliable transmissions, including the choice of mechanical
or power shuttle and a 25-mph road speed (4WD only) for faster travel
between jobs. Order your TS6 tractor with the complete factory-installed
loader-ready option, and your TS6 will have everything needed for a
matching New Holland front loader.

14 T6 SERIES TRACTORS

Powerful productivity tailored for you.

New Holland combined uncompromised power and the most advanced technology to create T6 Series allpurpose, heavy-duty tractors. They give you unmatched comfort, visibility and maneuverability with higher
power and performance that you can feel.

3-POINT HITCH LIFT
CAPACITY STD/
OPTIONAL, lbs

OPERATOR PLATFORM

Standard, TerraGlide™
or SuperSteer™

8,338/9,214 or 11,650

Horizon™ Cab

105

Standard, TerraGlide™
or SuperSteer™

8,338/9,214 or 11,650

Horizon™ Cab

135

110

Standard, TerraGlide™
or SuperSteer™

8,338/9,214 or 11,650

Horizon™ Cab

175

145

120

Standard, TerraGlide™
or SuperSteer™

8,338/9,214 or 11,650

Horizon™ Cab

175

145

125

Standard, TerraGlide™
or SuperSteer™

8,338/9,214 or 11,650

Horizon™ Cab

MAX
BOOSTED HP

GROSS HP

PTO HP

4WD AXLE CHOICES

T6.145

145

116

95

T6.155

155

125

T6.165

169

T6.175
T6.180

MODEL
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Operating comfort
A long hard day doesn’t have to feel like one. New Holland designed the Horizon™ cab for day-long comfort and
productivity, with a sound level as low as 69-decibels, premium seat options and the smooth Comfort Ride™
cab suspension option.

Available 2WD option
Now you can take advantage of the comfort and
deluxe features of premium T6 tractors without the
expense of 4WD. With 2WD, you maneuver easily in
tight quarters and make quick turns while mowing.

8 to 16 LEDs to light the way

Equipped to match your needs

T6 tractors provide superb visibility in the day, and 8 to
16 LED lights continue that visibility at night or in low
light conditions.

Productivity comes standard thanks to a choice of
five models with an endless list of options including
a front hitch and PTO, as well as a front loader.
You no longer need to choose. You can have both!
Choose the matching loader model, attach it and
go. You also get a choice of axles—the standard
front axle, the smooth-riding Terraglide™ suspended
front axle or the tight-turning SuperSteer™ front
linkage. Transmission choices include one of four
versions of the Electro Command™ semi-power shift
transmission, or the state-of-the-art Auto Command™
CVT with speeds ranging from .01 mph (.02 kph) to
31 mph (50 kph).

A significant performance advantage
ECOBlue™ HI-eSCR engine technology not only
provides Tier 4B emissions compliance, the system
maintains total fluid efficiency (fuel and AdBlue DEF)
compared to previous Tier 4A engines. The enormous
42% torque rise and Engine Power Management
provide you with up to an additional 34 horsepower
to maintain productivity in even the most demanding
conditions.

16 T7 SERIES TRACTORS

Big job versatility and power.
T7 Series tractors are the most versatile tractors on the market, expertly handling heavy hauling, transport and
utility chores, large-scale mowing jobs, or the rigors of fieldwork and testing on large university farms.

Clean, responsive power
Nine models range from 140 to 300 engine horsepower with award-winning ECOBlue™ Hi-eSCR engine
technology for Tier 4B emissions compliance. These engines feature long service intervals, excellent fuel
economy and unmatched torque and response.

Choices add flexibility
An exceptional power-to-weight ratio gives T7 tractors exceptional versatility. A choice of transmissions and
front axles allows you to equip tractors to your precise needs. Choose the seamless speeds provided by the
innovative Auto Command™ continuously variable transmission (CVT) or the push-button simplicity of the
Power Command™ full powershift transmission. Choose the standard FWD axle, the smooth-riding Terraglide™
suspended FWD axle or the short-turning SuperSteer™ FWD axle. Add the fully integrated front three-point hitch
option for even more flexibility.
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The ultimate in comfort and visibility
T7 tractors keep operators comfortable so they work at their best. The Horizon™ cab offers extremely quiet
operation and exceptional visibility even after dark with the high-intensity 360-degree LED work light packages.
The Auto Comfort™ ventilated seat, together with standard Comfort Ride™ suspension and the heavy-duty
suspended front axle, provide an exceptionally smooth and cushioned ride. The SideWinder™ II armrest and
CommandGrip™ controller make operation simple, intuitive and ergonomic.

MODEL

MAX EPM HP

RATED HP

PTO HP

3-POINT HITCH LIFT CAPACITY, lbs

OPERATOR PLATFORM

T7.175

175

140

110

14,586 – 18,204

Horizon™ Cab

T7.190

190

150

125

14,586 – 18,204

Horizon™ Cab

T7.210

210

165

139

14,586 – 18,204

Horizon™ Cab

T7.230

225

180

150

15,422 – 23,067

Horizon™ Cab

T7.245

245

200

170

15,422 – 23,067

Horizon™ Cab

T7.260

260

220

190

15,422 – 23,067

Horizon™ Cab

T7.270

270

240

210

15,422 – 23,067

Horizon™ Cab

T7.290

290

270

240

24,378

Horizon™ Cab

T7.315

313

300

270

24,378

Horizon™ Cab

18 GENESIS™ T8 AND T9 SERIES TRACTORS

Maximum power and comfort
with lower costs.
T9 Series 4WD tractors and GENESIS® T8 Series tractors from New Holland package more power and cuttingedge technology into tractors that save you fuel and boost your productivity.

The quietest, smoothest, most spacious cabs in the business
GENESIS® T8 and T9 Series tractors are the ultimate place to work. These roomy, comfortable cabs feature the
award-winning SideWinder™ II armrest controls that make operation intuitive and natural.

More power when you need it
With Engine Power Management (EPM), T9 and GENESIS T8 tractors develop more torque and power as they are
put under load, giving you more power exactly when you need it. These engines use ECOBlue™ Hi-eSCR engine
technology that not only reduces emissions, but decreases your fuel use and operating costs as well. You also get
massive hydraulic flow—from 44 gpm to 75 gpm on GENESIS T8 tractors, and from 40 to 113 gpm on T9 tractors.

GENESIS® T8: More power and productivity
There’s no need to compromise. GENESIS T8 Series
tractors handle the most demanding tasks with
ease—from heavy snow removal and trail grooming to
large land-clearing and mowing operations.

MODEL

MAX EPM HP

RATED HP

PTO HP

3-POINT HITCH LIFT
CAPACITY, lbs

WHEELED OR
TRACKS

OPERATOR PLATFORM

Cab

GENESIS™ T8 SERIES TRACTORS
T8.320

320

250

205

12,900 – 17,900

FWD

T8.350

351

280

235

12,900 – 19,500

FWD

Cab

T8.380

381

311

265

15,900 – 19,500

FWD or SmartTrax™

Cab

T8.410

409

340

290

15,900 – 19,500

FWD or SmartTrax™

Cab

T8.435

435

380

315

19,900

FWD or SmartTrax™

Cab

SmartTrax™ rear track option
The SmartTrax option available on the three largest
GENESIS T8 models gives you the best of all worlds
with tight turning from the front wheels, and ultimate
traction with reduced compaction from the rear tracks.

Stability, traction and agility
The long GENESIS T8 wheelbase means greater stability and a more comfortable ride at high transport speeds.
It also means more traction for demanding heavy drawbar applications. TerraLock™ traction manages FWD
automatically, including disengaging FWD for sharper turning. Maneuverability is part of the package too due to
an impressive 55° turning angle.
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T9 Series 4WD: the power of up to 682 horses
Enormous engine power, huge hydraulic capacity, and rugged construction are integral to T9 tractor design.
These tractors handle the most extreme loads and conditions—like non-stop land leveling projects, airport snow
removal, heavy landfill scraping and more.
MODEL

MAX EPM HP

RATED HP

PTO HP

3-POINT HITCH LIFT
CAPACITY, lbs

WHEELED OR
TRACKS

OPERATOR PLATFORM

T9 SERIES 4WD TRACTORS
T9.435

425

370

354

20,000

4WD

Cab

T9.480

462

420

404

20,000

4WD

Cab

T9.530

517

470

457

20,000

4WD

Cab

T9.565

550

500

490

20,000

4WD

Cab

T9.600

605

535

530

19,620

4WD or SmartTrax™ II

Cab

T9.645

638

580

530

19,620

4WD or SmartTrax™ II

Cab

T9.700

682

620

530

19,620

4WD or SmartTrax™ II

Cab

SmartTrax™ II option
Choose the new SmartTrax™ II option on New Holland wide-frame 4WD
tractors—the T9.600, T9.645 and T9.700—and you get 36-inch-wide
tracks and a total footprint of 11,200 square inches. This gives you
increased traction, increased flotation and reduced compaction which
leads to increased soil fertility. You also get the superior comfort of a
smoother ride since long tracks help to bridge rough terrain.

20 LOADERS, IMPLEMENTS AND ATTACHMENTS FOR TRACTORS

Custom-engineered implements
and attachments.
Your New Holland dealer offers a wide selection of high-productivity attachments to fit your New Holland tractor.
You can get what you need to grade, level, backfill, mow, dig, trench and more.

Loaders that are the perfect fit
Add a front loader to quickly move dirt, gravel, sand, mulch or snow. New Holland front loaders are engineered
to be the perfect fit for New Holland tractors. A common design element is an excellent sight-line to buckets
and attachments. You can add and remove attachments and the loader itself quickly to move seamlessly
between jobs.
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The right tractor tools for the job
A tractor is more than an engine on wheels. With the right implements, you can accomplish huge tasks. Consider
some possibilities:
• Rotary cutters, heavy-duty,
mid-duty, value, and pull-type

• Front blades

• Box blades
• Utility backhoes

• Mid-mount finish mowers

• Rear blades, mediumand heavy-duty

• Rear-mount finish mowers

• Rotary tillers

• Rear snow blowers

• Landscape rakes

• Rotary brooms

• Front-mount rotary brooms

• Front-mount snow blowers

See your New Holland dealer about these specialty attachments and additional
accessories to meet your specific demands.

22 SKID STEER LOADERS

See how much better a
skid steer can be.
New Holland skid steer loaders give you working efficiency that pays. Their superior visibility, impressive
loading performance and smooth stability pay off with faster travel speeds and better overall productivity. They
are your go-to tool for digging, loading, grading and more.

Outstanding breakout forces and dump height
New Holland skid steer loaders provide you with some of the best breakout forces and dump heights in
the industry. The patented Super Boom® lift linkage delivers maximum reach at full height for precise load
placement.
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The advantage of unmatched visibility
New Holland skid steer loaders provide better
visibility—an important advantage that allows
operators to work more confidently and quickly. The
view is better in every direction:
• A lower door threshold allows for better sight-lines
to the bucket cutting edge and to the trench.
• The see-through area on the cab roof provides a
clear view to the bucket at full height.
• Rear visibility is among the best in the industry due
to a large rear window, low engine hood and no
rear frame towers.
• Side screens located on both sides of the cab
provide better visibility of your surroundings.

Comfortable sealed and pressurized cabs
Optional sealed cab minimizes noise and dust. The
full-view windshield provides an outstanding view. A
heater/defroster kit and optional air conditioning allow
you to control the climate in any weather.

Rock solid stability
A smooth, stable ride results from a longer wheelbase,
low center of gravity and correct front-to-rear weight
distribution.

Unmatched service access
The entire cab and boom lift assembly tilts forward
for unrivaled access to components and easy cab
cleanout. Long service intervals and convenient
checkpoints reduce maintenance time.

EMISSIONS
CERTIFICATION

GROSS ENGINE
POWER HP (kW)

NET ENGINE
POWER HP (kW)

RATED CAPACITY @
50% TIPPING WEIGHT,
lbs (kg)

HEIGHT TO
HINGE PIN
in (mm)

DUMP REACH
MAX. HEIGHT
in (mm)

L213

Tier 4Final

49 (36)

46 (34)

1,300 (590)

112 (2845)

18.5 (469)

L216

Tier 4Final

60 (45)

57 (42)

1,600 (725)

112 (2845)

18.5 (469)

L221

Tier 4Final

74 (55)

68 (51)

2,100 (905)

123 (3124)

20.3 (517)

MODEL
RADIAL LIFT

SUPER BOOM® VERTICAL LIFT
L218

Tier 4Final

60 (45)

57 (42)

1,800 (818)

120 (3048)

30.8 (783)

L220

Tier 4Final

67 (50)

64 (48)

2,000 (905)

121 (3073)

29.8 (758)

L228

Tier 4Final

74 (55)

68 (51)

2,800 (1270)

129.4 (3287)

32.3 (821)

L234

Tier 4Final

90 (67)

84 (63)

3,400 (1542)

131 (3327)

30.7 (781)

24 COMPACT TRACK LOADERS

Traction and stability to work anywhere.
When you need a reliable workhorse to stand up to a variety of demanding applications, turn to New Holland
compact track loaders. They allow you to increase your return on investment by keeping you moving in tough
conditions, and allowing your operators to work with a higher level of confidence, comfort and speed.

A smooth ride and improved track life
A new track undercarriage design results in improved cleanout, less noise and increased durability. The lowprofile design provides longer-lasting track and a smoother ride by using steel-embedded tracks rolling on the
rubber instead of the steel. The undercarriage design has fewer moving parts than competitive designs for less
complexity. The simplified carrier design provides easier cleanout, and improved carrier life.

Maximum traction with lower
ground pressure
200 Series compact track loaders hold fast to
steep slopes and move easily through muddy
or sandy terrain to complete jobs quickly and
efficiently. The tracks have a larger contact
area than their wheeled equivalents, which
spreads the load over a wider area. The lower
ground pressure allows you to float over
terrain in any weather condition.
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Excellent dump height and reach
The patented New Holland Super Boom® vertical lift
linkage delivers maximum reach at maximum height,
allowing you to place loads in the center of trucks.

Outstanding visibility
New Holland compact track loaders offer the same
superior visibility as New Holland skid steers. Your
view is clear in all directions—even to the raised
bucket or attachment thanks to the see-through area
on the cab roof. A low front threshold provides better
sightlines to the bucket edge, and there are no rear
frame towers to block your view.

Built-in comfort
No matter which model you choose, you get a cab
that’s one of the widest in the industry, with more
head room and shoulder room. Joystick controls
come naturally to your fingers or choose from our
mechanical controls (hand and foot, or H-pattern
hand controls). Optional sealed cab minimizes noise
and dust. The full-view windshield provides an
outstanding view. A heater/defroster kit and optional
air conditioning allows you to control the climate in
any weather.

MODEL

EMISSIONS
CERTIFICATION

GROSS ENGINE
POWER HP (kW)

NET ENGINE
POWER HP (kW)

RATED CAPACITY @
50% TIPPING WEIGHT,
lbs (kg)

RATED CAPACITY
@ 35% TIPPING
WEIGHT, lbs (kg)

GROUND
PRESSURE
HEIGHT, psi

Tier 4Final

74 (55)

68 (51)

2,700 (1225)

1,890 (860)

5.9

RADIAL LIFT
C227

SUPER BOOM® VERTICAL LIFT
C232

Tier 4Final

74 (55)

68 (51)

3,200 (1451)

2,240 (1018)

4.2

C238

Tier 4Final

90 (67)

84 (63)

3,800 (1723)

2,660 (1209)

4.4

26 LOADER BACKHOES

Maximum force and surgical precision.
With extreme lifting, digging and breakout forces at both front and back, New Holland C Series loader backhoes
save you time whether you’re trenching, loading or pushing. Superior dump reach enables operators to dump
material into the truck center for faster loading and increased payloads.
You accomplish more every day with superior
performance where it counts:
• Backhoe bucket digging force up to 12,969 lbs.
• Loader lift capacity up to 11,118 lbs. to full height
• Loader breakout force up to 14,712 lbs.

Industry-leading comfort and visibility
The spacious six-post cab features floor-to-ceiling
windows for outstanding visibility, built-in comfort
features to reduce operator fatigue and available
pilot controls for added convenience.

A better view to the trench
Ultra-narrow backhoe boom gives you enhanced
visibility to the trench, and fully adjustable joystick
controls give you ultimate convenience.
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EMISSIONS
CERTIFICATION

GROSS
ENGINE
POWER
HP (kW)

NET
ENGINE
POWER
HP (kW)

B95C

Tier 4 Final

97 (72)

95 (71)

14’ 6” (4398)

B95C TC

Tier 4 Final

97 (72)

95 (71)

14’ 6” (4398)

B95C LR

Tier 4 Final

97 (72)

95 (71)

B110C

Tier 4 Final

110 (82)

108 (81)

MODEL

BACKHOE DIG
BACKHOE DIG
DEPTH STANDARD DEPTH EXTENDED
STICK
STICK
ft-in (mm)
ft-in (mm)

LOADER
SAE HEAPED
CAPACITY
cu yd (m3)

BUCKET
BREAKOUT
FORCE lbf
(daN)

18’ 5” (5623)

1.1 (.88)

13,977 (6340)

18’ 5” (5623)

1.3 (1.0)

14,427 (6544)

15’ 6” (4695)

18’ 11” (5770)

1.1 (.88)

13,977 (6340)

15’ 6” (4695)

18’ 11” (5770)

1.3 (1.0)

13,977 (6340)

Superior backhoe design
Using the curved boom design of big excavators, the backhoe gives you big digging performance. With in-line
cylinders, effort is reduced, visibility is better and the general digging performance is enhanced. Dual swing
cylinders provide smooth movement for faster positioning of the arm over the trench and increases the stability
of the machine.

Tool Carrier Model
The B95C TC combines the powerful backhoe of the
B95C with an advanced curved-boom loader with
true mechanical self-leveling both up and down—
perfect for working with pallet forks. The standard
quick coupler makes switching from bucket to forks
a breeze.

Long Reach Model for 22’ 4” reach
Choose the B95C LR Long Reach model for extended
reach and dig depth.

28 COMPACT EXCAVATORS

Big power and versatility in tight spaces.
Your New Holland dealer offers a full-line of compact excavators to handle lifting and digging jobs in tight
quarters. They offer comfort, excellent visibility, extremely easy operation, and save fuel while handling tough
jobs.

Work in cramped quarters
The center swing boom/arm combination of New Holland compact excavators mean your operators can dig, fill
and grade right next to obstacles, like along footings, curbs and foundations. Zero tail swing allows for no-worry
operation in cramped quarters.

On-the-job flexibility
The New Holland B Series not only excavates. It offers a rugged dozer blade as standard equipment to grade
and backfill, expanding the utility of these models. Auxiliary hydraulics are also standard equipment, so these
machines are factory-ready for grapples, breakers and other attachments.

Fuel-saving mode
A new fuel-saving mode reduces fuel consumption drastically compared to high-idle mode. Position the throttle
to one of three positions—low, “S” for 23% to 25% fuel-saving, and “H” for high idle.
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MODEL

EMISSIONS
CERTIFICATION

ENGINE
SAE NET HP

MAX DIGGING REACH
(STANDARD ARM) ft-in (mm)

BUCKET BREAKOUT
FORCE, SAE lbf (kN)

E30B

Tier 4 Final

23.1 @ 2400 rpm

16’ 6” (5040)

5,418 (24.1)

E35B

Tier 4 Final

23.1 @ 2400 rpm

17’ 1” (5200)

5,418 (24.1)

E55Bx

Tier 4 Final

37.4 @ 2400 rpm

20’ 0” (6100)

6,992 (31.1)

Heavy-duty by design
Heavy-duty features like long X-frames and strong,
thick-gauge steel booms and arms lead to excellent
stability and powerful performance like leading
bucket breakout force, maximum swing torque and
excellent dig depth. A three-pump system allowing
for simultaneous operation of swing, boom/arm,
and dozer blade without effecting travel speed or
direction.

Open design with convenient sliding door
Both the open operator station and optional fullyenclosed cab offer excellent visibility and extremely
easy operation

30 COMPACT WHEEL LOADERS

Major lifting and loading power
with precision control.

Your crew gets precise control with New Holland
compact wheel loaders. Since there are less than two
degrees of horizontal lift deviation, operators can focus
on load placement instead of leveling to increase cycle
times and finish jobs faster.

MODEL

EMISSIONS
CERTIFICATION

GROSS HP
HP (kW)

NET HP
HP (kW)

STANDARD BUCKET CAPACITY
cu yd (m3)

TOP SPEED,
mph (kph)

W50C ZB

Tier 4 Final

58 (43)

55 (41)

1.0 (0.76)

12 (20)

W50C TC

Tier 4 Final

58 (43)

55 (41)

1.0 (0.76)

12 (20)

W80C

Tier 4 Final

74 (55)

70 (52)

1.4 (1.07)

9 (14)

W80C HS

Tier 4 Final

74 (55)

70 (52)

1.4 (1.07)

21 (33)
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Fast, confident operation

Rugged, effective Z-bar design

A stable compact design allows for working and
maneuvering in restricted spaces and in tough terrain.
A lower machine height and lower center of gravity
increases the stability of New Holland compact wheel
loaders so operators can lift and move larger loads,
travel more smoothly and quickly, and operate with
more confidence. The hydrostatic transmission allows
for precise speed control with minimum shifting. A
high-speed option on the W80C allows for 21.7-mph
travel between locations.

Z-Bar linkage design provides maximum breakout
force, digging and lifting power for high-production
load-and-carry applications. For applications where
self-leveling is needed, like forklift work, consider the
W50C TC Tool Carrier model.

More than loading

Spacious comfort and smooth control

With dependable engine and hydraulic power and a
choice of buckets and attachments, C Series wheel
loaders do more than load. They can scrape, grade,
haul and more. The standard hydraulic quick coupler
is compatible with all skid steer attachments.

The roomy cab incorporates a standard LCD display
and natural, ergonomic controls.

Fast servicing
Fast, ground-level access to maintenance points
and long service intervals reduce the time operators
spend on routine maintenance tasks.

32 TRACTOR LOADERS

Class-leading power at bucket and hitch.
The New Holland U80C tractor loader from New Holland gives you versatility that pays. With 74 gross
horsepower of clean power with its Tier 4 Final certified engine, you get responsive power at both bucket and
hitch for loading, stacking, scraping and leveling.

MODEL
U80C

EMISSIONS
CERTIFICATION

GROSS ENGINE POWER
HP (kW)

NET ENGINE POWER HP
(kW)

LIFT CAPACITY TO FULL HEIGHT
lbs (kg)

Tier 4 Final

73.7 (55)

68.4 (51)

6,503 (2950)

Optional Glide Ride helps keep the bucket full while traveling
When you add the Glide Ride option, a flip of a switch turns the boom cylinders into the equivalent of giant shock
absorbers to stabilize the load while traveling.
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Place loads precisely
The curved-arm loader linkage
provided on the U80C tractor loader
provides hydraulic bucket leveling for
less spillback, as well as excellent
reach at maximum dump height for
truck loading. The unique reversemounted loader arm cylinders give you
maximum bucket breakout force and
superior dump speed on the bucket.

Superior scraping and leveling performance
The rugged Class II three-point hitch with controllable down pressure
provides excellent scraping and leveling performance. For added
versatility, add a 540-rpm power take off (PTO) to run PTO-driven
attachments.

Operating comfort
The large, efficient, flat-deck operator platform provides easy-to-use
controls and unobstructed views for outstanding visibility.

Smooth direction changes
The synchromesh transmission with power shuttle gives you smooth
control and easy forward-reverse shuttling.

34 CONSTRUCTION ATTACHMENTS

Be a multi-task master.
Whatever you need to do—dig, lift, hammer, trench,
plane, sweep, rake or drill—New Holland has a way
to help you get your work done. Choose from a wide
array of attachments that expand the versatility of
your machine and make you more productive.
See your New Holland dealer about these specialty
attachments and additional accessories to meet your
specific demands.

Buckets
• 4 X 1 Bucket

• Light Material Bucket

• Concrete Bucket

• Low Profile Bucket

• Dirt and Foundry Bucket

• Rock Bucket

• Heavy-Duty Bucket

• Snow Bucket
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And more!
• Angle Broom

• Harley Power Box Rake

• Rotary Cutter

• Tree Shovel

• Augers

• Hopper Broom

• Scrap Grapple

• Tree Spade

• Auto Rake

• Log Grapple

• Silt Fence Installer

• Trencher

• Backhoes

• Pallet Forks

• Skid Hoe

• Vibratory Roller

• Box Scraper

• Pick-Up Broom

• Snow Blade

• Brush Grapple

• Post Driver

• Snow Blower

• Chipper

• Post Puller

• Snow Pusher

• Cold Planer

• Power Side-Discharge Bucket

• Steel Tracks

• Concrete Claw

• Preparator Landscape Rake

• Stump Grinder

• Dozer Blade

• Root Rake

• Tiller

CO-OP CONTRACTS
New Holland makes the purchasing process easy through cooperative contracts.
The cooperative staffs are government employees, so they are well-suited to train
and support the use of their contracts.

Visit our Web site at www.newholland.com/na
Design, materials and/or specifications are subject to change without notice and without
liability therefor. Specifications are applicable to units sold in Canada, the United States,
its territories and possessions, and may vary outside these areas.
© 2017 CNH Industrial America LLC. All rights reserved. New Holland Agriculture is
a trademark registered in the United States and many other countries, owned by or
licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates. New Holland Construction is
a trademark in the United States and many other countries, owned by or licensed to CNH
Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates.

Safety begins with a thorough understanding
of the equipment. Always make sure you and
your operators read the Operator’s Manual
before using the equipment. Pay close
attention to all safety and operating decals
and never operate machinery without
all shields, protective devices and
structures in place.
NH36145348 • 031702 • OTP • PRINTED IN U.S.A.

